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Abstract  

This paper will investigate the risk of exposure to high SPL (Sound Pressure Level) from the 

engineer’s point of view. The goal is to determine if the engineer faces a greater risk than the 

average concert visitor. The approach is to use measurement equipment during live concerts 

and analyze the results and compare these to the SPL recommendations in Sweden.  

The result of the measurements shows that a sound-engineer leaps a greater risk of getting 

hearing damage than the average concert visitor. Mainly because that the engineer is exposed 

to harmful SPL at a higher rate, but also due to transient exposure during setup and sound-

check. The exposure can be limited by wearing ear-protection at critical points in the work, 

such as setup, entering the stage and during some times of the concert.  
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1 Introduction 

The main purpose of this paper is to investigate if prolonged listening at concerts can damage 

the hearing of the sound-engineer. And will result in practical advices on how to approach 

working as live sound-engineer. This study is being done from a sound engineer’s perspective 

so it is not only the concert that is involved; it involves setting up the sound system, sound 

check and the actual concert. When we are talking of prolonged listening for a live-sound 

engineer it varies week for week. An approximation done after talking with the staff at 

Samljus Luleå (a sound and light company) I have come up with that a normal live-sound 

engineer is exposed to sound in a concert for approximately 8 hours a week. And what I will 

research is if these hours are harmful or not. 

The area of SPL (Sound Pressure Level) interests me because as a live-sound engineer I will 

daily be exposed to sounds and I want to do this in the safest way possible to be able to have a 

long and healthy career. 

1.1 Demarcations 

This study will only consider concerts with rock music which is directed to people over 13 

years old. Which leads to that the recommended maximum limits are 100 dB(A) Leq and 115 

dB(A) Peak in Sweden The tests will take place in Luleå, kulturhuset, the small stage and use 

the existent sound equipment, which is a system from d & b audiotechnik ( q10 and  b2) and 

is an array-speaker system . Furthermore the time that has been reserved for this paper only 

allowed five measurement occasions. 

1.2 Aim 

The aim of this study is to answer the question: “Is the sound pressure at concerts in general at 

a harmful level for the live-sound engineer”. And if it is, which part of the job has the greatest 

risk. 
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2 Theory 

This is a complex situation where there are almost always different variables such as 

equipment, sound engineers, halls and concert visitors. Which means that each concert has to 

be evaluated for itself and con not be printed as the truth in all cases. From a general point of 

view there is two different types of speaker systems, one made up from a “point-source” 

where the SPL drops 6dB for every distance doubling and the other is a line-source which 

drops 3dB for every distance doubling. This means that if you are using a “point-source” 

speaker system you will have to have a larger SPL in the front rows of the crowd to have the 

same SPL at the sound engineer then when using a line-source speaker system. Although this 

study only is about the sound engineer he/she have to stand in front row at some point and are 

therefore exposed to the SPL there. This occurs during sound check to listen that all seats 

have a good sound. To analyze the different live-sound engineers is impossible, there are 

many different types and they all have a different way to see on the SPL, either good or bad, 

but commonly they all know that sometimes it has to be louder to get the sound out to the 

audience. Which vary on the halls the concert is in; if the hall is small and tight it will reflect 

more sound waves and therefore increase the level. And in small halls there is a problem for 

an example with acoustic drums, which is loud even before any amplifications, and the 

problem is that the drums mask other instruments as guitar and base so these instruments have 

to be even more amplified to be audible. The concert visitors are another factor that makes the 

overall SPL to either go up or down. At big concerts the audience can deliver a SPL of their 

shouts up to 111dB(A) [1]. All these factors involves in the creation of the overall SPL that 

the engineer have to be exposed to. 

2.1 Human hearing 

The human hearing is a complex system that senses fluctuations in the air pressure and 

translate these into electrical signals that the brain can understand. The first part of the ear that 

these vibrations reaches is the pinna which is constructed like a satellite dish and is excellent 

to capture these vibrations. The outer ear is shaped with several folds and curves and is 

pointed forward, the forward positioning makes it easier to understand sounds coming from 

the front and harder to comprehend sounds from the back. Although we can´t hear as good 

from the back we do understand that a sound is coming from the front, back, below or above. 

Right from the beginning of our lives our brain is trained to recognize sound patterns, these 

patterns appear when the sound is bouncing in the pinna and travels to our ear and it is these 

patterns that help the brain to understand from which direction the sound comes from. In the 

case when the sound is coming from the back of our head the higher frequencies will be 

dampened, this is because our outer ear is working like a screen for these higher frequencies 

when they are coming from the back of our head. And with the information of how the sound 

bounces in the environment the brain will interpret this as a sound coming from the back.    

 

 In additional to this if a sound comes from the back the ear screen of the highest frequencies 

and lets the brain know that it´s from the back. [12]  

If a sound comes from right or left it comes to one ear a little bit earlier and is slightly louder, 

this makes it possible for the brain to understand from which direction (left or right) the sound 

comes from. [12] 
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Illustration 1: Shows the complete ear system (picture taken from [14] 

 

 

The sound continues to travel through the ear canal and to the ear drum which is put into 

vibration. The ear drum is between the ear canal and the middle ear which is connected to the 

eustachian tube. The eustachian tube is connected to the throat and lets in air all the way to 

the ear drum, and air is also traveling al the way from the outer ear to the ear drum, this 

balances the pressure on both sides of the ear drum and lets it move freely. The ear drum is 

extremely sensitive and is put in vibration very easy. [12] 

After the sound has pased the ear drum it reaches the middle ear and after that the cochlea 

which is in the inner ear, and the inner ear is filled with a fluid that transports the sound. A 

fluid has a harder time to move the sound than air so before the sound is coming to the inner 

ear it has to be amplified in the middle ear. This is done by the smallest bones in the body 

called the ossicles, the ossicles contain three bones, malleus (hammer), incus (anvil), stapes 

(stirrup). The malleus is connected to the ear drum and when the eardrum moves the malleus 

moves side to side like a lever. In the other side of the malleus the incus is attached, and 

finaly the stapes is connected to the incus which rests against the cochlea through the oval 

window. [12] 

When the ear drum is being hit by a sound wave the ossicles is put into motion and pressing 

on the conchlea. This amplification is effective and can be amplified up to 22 times the 

pressure of the ear drum. Now the sound wave has reached the cochlea which is where 

pressure translates into electrical signals that the brain can understand. [12] 

 

Illustration 2: Shows the middle-ear. (picture taken from [14] 
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The cochlea is build up by three separate “tubes”, they actually look more like shells but is 

easier to describe like tubes. We have scala vestibull and scala media which can be thought of 

like one tube, because of the wall between them is so thin that it does not make a different if it 

is there or not. And we have scala tympani which is surrounded by the other two. Inside scala 

tympani is the basilar membrane which is the membrane that creates the sounds. The basilar 

membrane has abot 20 to 30 thousand thin fibers all in different stiffness and length, they 

work like a piano where all strings have different resonant frequency's. So when a sound wave 

travels through the ear and into the bassilar membrane the most fibers will be stiff and not 

extract any waves but when the wave and a specific fiber have the same resonant frequency it 

will start to vibrate. [12] 

 

Illustration 3: Shows the inner-ear (picture taken from [14] 

 

 

On the whole bassilar membrane is the organ of corti stretched out, which contains thousands 

of hair cells. When a specific fiber in the bassilar membrane is vibrating the hairs on the corti 

connected to it is rised and sends out electrical signals to the brain through the cochlear nerve 

and the cerebral cortex. The brain interpret these signals and says that it hears for an example 

a frequency off 440Hz. [12] 

2.2 Decibel 

Decibel is a logarithmic scale which is used to measure SPL. Pascal could be used instead of 

dB because it is a pressure that is measured, but that would not be so convenient. The lowest 

SPL that the ear can sense is 20µPa and the highest 20Pa, if Pascal is used it would be hard to 

keep track of zeros and count. So instead dB is used which is converted from Pa in such a way 

that it correspond with what the ear actually hear. The sensitivity of the ear is logarithmic and 

therefore is dB a suitable scale to use. The decibel scale is graded from 0 to 120 dB, at zero 

dB humans can just perceive a sound and around 120 dB is the top limit of our hearing before 

it will be broken.  

To calculate the SPL in dB from sound pressure formula (1) is used. 

          

(1)
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Where Lp is the measured dB value. P is the measured value in Pa and P0 is our reference 

value 20µPa in the SPL-scale, which give us the answer in dB SPL. 

It is important to separate dB SPL with other dB levels as dBV, dBu, dBv, dBm, which stands 

for a signal level instead of a SPL.  

To describe how decibel works we have two different cases, one where the sound source is 

seen like a point-source, example a car horn used when the car is standing in a parking lot. 

The other case can be a road with many vehicles driving and calls line-source. A sound from a 

point-source reduces its SPL with 6dB for each doubling of the distance, example if the car 

horn has a dB level at 90dB from 1 meter the SPL will be 84dB from 2 meters and 78dB from 

4 meters. A sound from the line-source will be reduced by 3dB for each distance doubling, so 

if the SPL from the road is 90dB at 1 meter it will be 87dB at 2 meters and 85dB from 4 

meters. This way of measure dB is only working properly when done outdoors in a open, free 

field. The factors that is involved in a concert hall is more complex and changes the sound 

image, this is good to know when doing this kind of approximation. Often when a 

measurement is done the distance from the sound source to the measure instrument is 1 meter, 

because it is easy to count from there and the sound has not been distorted in some way.  

The dB measurement is not equal to what a human hear, to notice doubling in the SPL we 

need to hear a difference of 10dB which is three times the initial SPL. Below is a chart with a 

few dB(A) levels to better understand the concept [7]. 

 

 195 dB(A) – Maximal SPL in air 

 180 dB(A) – Cannon shot (eardrum bursts) 

 125 dB(A) – Pain threshold 

 120 dB(A) – Loud rock concert 

 110 dB(A) - Disco 

 85(A)  – Lower limit for when SPL can be dangerous. 

 70 dB(A) – washing machine 

 60 dB(A) – Normal conversation  

 0 dB(A) – Hearing threshold 
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2.3 Phon 

Since our hearing is frequency dependent you can hear two tones with different frequencies 

and experience these having different volumes, although they have the same SPL.  

For an example the SPL of a barely audible 100 Hz tone will create a quite loud sound at 

1kHz. For that reason SPL cannot work as a measure of how audible a sound is..  

Here is where equal loudness contours comes in, equal loudness contours works in that way 

that a 1 kHz tone is being played and for example a second tone 100 Hz is compared to the 1 

kHz tone in volume. When the 100 Hz tone is equally loud it has reached it´s phone level. In 

listening tests people have done this time after time and compared many frequencies with 

1000 kHz and finally came up with the phone-curve[13]. 

 

 

Illustration 4: Shows a Phone-curve. The picture is taken from system one audio [5] 

 

Out of this we can see that it takes pretty high SPL in the low-base to produce any audible 

sound there at all and with the same level at a frequency of 3 kHz it will almost be too strong.  

When measuring dB with a decibel-meter a reversed phon-curve is often used called a A-

filter, this is to make the measurements as close to the reality as possible [3]. It is important to 

have in mind that the A-filter is a rough inverse of the 40dB at 1 kHz in the phone-curve and 

does not correspond to perceived loudness as good when the SPL rises [8]. 
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2.4 Recommended SPL by the social government, Sweden (SOSFS 

2005:7)  

There are a few types of dB recommendations in Sweden, one where adults and children over 

13 years can visit and another for everyone included children of any ages. Places where you 

have to be over 13 years the maximal SPL is set to be 115dB(A)Lmax and 100dB(A)Leq. The 

SPL were also children under 13 years can visit is set to 110dB(A)Lmax and 97dB(A)Leq. [9]. 

There is also special recommendations for places where only young children attend and those 

are 90dB(A)Leq.[9]. To add to those recommendations there is also a recommendation for 

how much SPL one can endure over 8 hours and those are set to 85dB(A)Leq. These 

recommendations are for all who works in Sweden and addition to these there is also a limit 

of 135dB(C)Lpeak measured with 50ms time constant[10].  

If you calculate on those numbers for the recommended amount of SPL over 8 hours and a 

rock concert is shows that the average rock concert with 100dB(A)Leq should be no longer 

than 15 minutes to be safe. [3]. This is shown in table 1.  

dB(a)Leq Time(h) 

85 8 

88 4 

91 2 

94 1 

97 0,5 

100 0,25 

103 0,13 

Table 1 shows the allowed dB(A)Leq versus time. 
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3 Method 

To be able to investigate if the total SPL during a rock concert is harmful or not the 

measurement method has been divided into three parts, which all where done by the author. 

The first measured the SPL dB (A)Leq and SPL dB (A) Lmax during sound-check, the second 

measured the same thing but during the concert. The third is a count of how many times the 

sound-engineer is exposed to high SPL transients (sudden noises of a high SPL character) 

during sound-check and/or setup, which can be all from an unexpected hit on the drums or 

sound from a guitar amplifier. The transient exposure where measured by counting how many 

times the sound-engineer where exposed and then later measured how many dB (A)Lmax the 

drums and guitar amplifier emitted. This was done by hitting all the single drums in the kit 5 

times and calculates an average and same with the amplifier on a high SPL. These 

measurements where done from a distance of one meter. 

Measurements during setup of the equipment were also done but the SPL during that time was 

constantly below 80dB (A)Leq and where therefore disregarded in the paper, but transients 

where counted during this time also.  

The sound analyzer where positioned on a microphone-stand close to and in ear height of the 

sound-engineer at the mixing desk. This setup worked well during the circumstances, the 

mixing-desk is positioned 4 meters up on a shelf and if the sound-engineer want to climb 

down he/she have to use a ladder, which is difficult and time demanding. So the sound-

engineer where positioned at the desk the whole time during sound-check and concert and the 

data collected is accurate according to this. 

The used dB-measure equipment is an NTi Acoustilyzer AL1 which measured the dB (SPL) 

according to IEC 60651 and has class 2 accuracy [2] and is approved by the social 

government in Sweden [3] . It has been prepared for A-weight measurement and its 

integration time has been set to fast. 

3.1 “Lilla-salen” kulturenshus 

The measurement has been taken place in “lilla-salen” in kulturenshus, luleå, see illustration 

5. This hall is built for smaller concerts and events containing sound in some way, so it has a 

good acoustical response for the purpose, which is damped. The sound-engineer is placed on 

the far left side of the picture and in the middle of the room, 4 meters up. The sound 

equipment used is a line-array containing d&b Q1 speakers and Q-subs. [4] 

 

Illustration 5: Shows a overview of “lilla-salen” in kulturenshus, Luleå. Picture taken from the homepage of kulturenshus. (6) 
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4 Result 

In table two to five bellow follows the results from the measurements described under 

method. 

Sound check 

Measurement 

occasion 

dB(A)Leq dB(A)Lmax Duration(min) 

1 85,5 104,3 45 

2 88,1 103,2 60 

3 87,2 107,6 30 

4 85,7 105,9 40 

5 86,1 101,3 35 

Table 2: Shows measured values from sound check 

Concert 

Measurement 

occasion 

dB(A)Leq dB(A)Lmax Duration(min) 

1 93,2 107,6 120 

2 92,7 105,4 120 

3 96,1 109,3 120 

4 93,2 110,7 120 

5 92,5 109,5 120 

Table 3: Shows measured values from concert 
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Drums 

Drumpart dB(A)Lmax 

Bas 105 

Snare 120 

Toms 110 

Hat 117 

Ride 102 

Crash 111 

China 118 

Table 4: Shows measured values from the drums 

Guitar amplifier 115dB(A)Lmax 

Table 5: Shows measured values from the guitar amplifier 

Transient exposure  

In average per concert the sound-engineer was exposed to high SPL from transients four 

times. 
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5 Analysis/Discussion 

5.1 Sound check 

The overall sound-check dB (A)Leq shows that the SPL are substantially below recommended 

levels[4] and not harmful for the sound-engineer in this amount of time. This does not directly 

mean that the complete sound-check is not harmful. The dB (A)Lmax shows that there has 

been times when the SPL has risen to high SPL, but still not over the recommendations[3]. 

The explanation to this is that during these sound-check single instruments has been played 

and not at a high SPL which lower the dB (A)Leq. But when the single instrument has been 

drums the dB (A)Lmax has been higher. Except for this during a sound-check there are many 

times when none instrument is playing, this happens when the musicians and the sound-

engineer is trying so discuss how, where and at which SPL the monitor levels should be for 

the musicians. This is often a quite substantially time of the sound-check and therefore the 

dB(A)Leq goes down. 

So far it is not possible to draw any conclusions about the harmfulness of a rock-concert for 

the sound-engineer. 

5.2 Concert 

The dB(A)Leq measured during the concerts is all below dB(A)Leq and dB(A)Lmax limits[3], 

although some of the dB(A)Lmax are quite high but not to high. But when looking at the 

dB(A)Leq allowed over time it shows that all of the measurements are above that limit[3]. 

Measurement occasion one, two, four and five is around 93 dB(A)Leq which according to the 

recommendations are safe to stay in for 1 hour, so in those occasions the sound-engineer 

where in harmful SPL for 1 hour more than recommended. In measurement occasion three the 

dB(A)Leq where 96dB(A)Leq which is recommended to stay in for around 20 minutes and not 

2 hours like in this case.  

5.3 Transient exposure  

The transient exposure test where maybe not a pure scientific approach but it gives a feeling 

for when there is a possibility for exposure for sudden high SPL. And they all where during 

setup of the equipment when the sound-engineer had his (in this case) guard down and did not 

wear any ear-protection. A suggestion is to wear ear-protection during setup and when being 

close to instruments which are giving a high SPL. Especially because the ear if more sensitive 

to high SPL transients when there is not so much noise in the background. Even one single 

exposure to a high SPL transient can create permanent hearing damage [10].  

The ear have an automatic protection if the sound is gradually built up, the membrane in the 

ear-drum is tightened to reduce vibrations. [12]  But this does not work well with transients 

and therefore they are more harmful then constant music [1]. By looking at the measured 

dB(A)Lmax values and the recommendations[9], it is quite clear that some ear-protection is 

needed during setup.  
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5.4 General discussion  

There are recommendations about high SPL and are there for a reason and it also involves 

sound-engineers as much as the audience. But when working as a sound-engineer you will be 

exposed more to this then others, so wearing ear-protection when possible is recommended. 

And also thinking of when it may be needed in a greater extension, for an example if an 

popular teen-idol is playing, the harmful SPL will probably not come from the music played 

instead the audience will make it. But at these occasions is might be possible to lower the SPL 

coming from the speakers and thereby lowering the SPL coming from the audience. As a 

sound-engineer you also have to think about the psychological aspects, and if the SPL from 

the speakers is high, most probably the audience with their screams will try to come out on 

top. 

Another thing to have in mind is that there are directions against use of higher SPL than 

recommended [10]. And if these are not maintained you as a sound-engineer have right to get 

proper protection against it. One of the paragraphs in [10] clearly says that you as a sound-

engineer have the right to be involved in which kind of ear-protection to use ([10] §12). 

To have a decibel-meter at hand and before the concert count on how long the concert will be 

and how high the SPL can be will help saving ears. Some sound-engineer may say that the 

SPL should be high, but it is dangerous and harmful to their career so I do not see why not to 

keep the SPL down when possible.  

After discussions with several professional sound-engineers I have come up with a standard 

week of work. Generally a sound-engineer has many other tasks than mixing, a few of those 

are trying to get new and old customers, hire out equipment, make plans for upcoming events 

and so forth. And these things make out about 80% of the week. The rest of the time is spent 

working at concerts and events. So we have 8 hours spent over two days often. And a 

standard concert is 1.5 hours long and the standard sound-check is almost 30 minutes long, 

the rest of the time is for setting up the equipment. If we use my measurements the average 

dB(A) of the concerts is 93.5dB(A), for 3 hours a week. The sound-check dB(A) values are at 

a level which can be ignored for this example. The longest time that is recommended to be 

exposed to 93.5dB(A) is approximate 1 hour at the time and then have the rest of the week 

under 85dB(A). This can be done by using ear-protection that reduces about 10dB, and using 

them more than two hours of these three. This can sometimes be done but not always, if we 

have concert with many groups playing for a short time each it is a problem. Because then we 

have new instruments all the time and have to adjust the levels, eq´s etc. in a further extension 

than if we only had one group. If we have one group it is quite easy to adjust the sound for 5-

10 minutes and then use ear-protection of and on the whole concert and still have a good 

result. 

5.5 Further research  

In this paper I have clearly established that the SPL are too high in general to be exposed for 

several hours a week. But this can be solved by using ear-protection, but which kind is the 

best one. There is some ear-protections at the market today that states that the depiction 

through these are flat, but are they?  
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